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Horror films are a Halloween staple...and watching
horror films is my main hobby. It’s finally that time of year
again where my main hobby can be seen as socially
acceptable. I’m Anders Engelby and I’m going to give
you some great movie recommendations for this
Halloween
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To start my list of recommendations is Halloween Kills. A
direct sequel to Halloween 2018, Halloween Kills follows
the women of the Strode family as they track down
Michael Myers once again. While they do that, Michael
continues his Halloween night murder rampage on
Haddonfield. You can see Halloween Kills right now in
theaters.
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What’s the most horrifying thing a teenager can think of?
Puberty! Ginger Snaps is a movie that puts puberty,
werewolves, and 2000s grunge culture together in a
blender. After an outcast is attacked by a mysterious
beast, her sister notices a lot of changes in both her
behavior… and appearance. You can watch Ginger
Snaps on Shudder or for free with ads on Tubi.
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My next recommendation is Pumpkinhead from 1988.
This favorite of horror fans tells the story of a father who
seeks revenge on a group of teenagers. Instead of going
after them directly, he decides to go to a witch and
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Pumpkinhead
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conjure up the spirit of Pumpkinhead; a giant alien-like
creature who wreaks havoc on whoever comes in their
way. Pumpkinhead is one of my personal favorite movie
monsters and you can watch the film on Shudder or rent
it on streaming.
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If you’re looking for a movie that will simultaneously
make you laugh and make you spooked, Ready or Not is
a great choice. When Grace marries the love of her life,
she discovers that her husband’s family has some
strange wedding traditions. Will love conquer all? Or will
Grace survive the night? You can watch Ready or Not by
renting it on most streaming platforms.
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My last recommendation is a cult classic Italian film from
1977, Suspiria. Directed by the master of Giallo, Dario
Argento, Suspiria follows an exchange student named
Suzy as she arrives in Germany to attend ballet school.
After multiple strange occurrences, Suzy investigates
farther than she should and unlocks the secrets of the
school’s success. While this film isn’t the most outwardly
scary, Argento uses color and music to create a
beautiful, but terrifying psychological experience. You
can watch Suspiria for free with ads on Tubi.
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That’s all for my list! Just keep in mind that all of the
movies listed are rated R. If you’re over 17, please use
discretion. If you’re under 17, you should get permission
from your parents to watch these! I hope I was able to
help you find a new favorite Halloween movie. Reporting
for ECSN, my name is Anders Engelby, and have a
Happy Halloween!
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